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The singular cohomology of the Grassmann variety of k-planes in n has a
basis sν indexed by partitions. The classical Pieri formula is an explicit rule for
determining the coefﬁcients in the expansion of the cup product
s1m ∪ sλ =
∑
c
µ
1mλsµ
where 1m is a column of length m and s1m is the mth Chern class of the tautological
bundle. Lascoux and Schutzenberger [C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris 294 (1982), 447–450]
formulated a generalization of Pieri’s formula to the cohomology of the ﬂag variety
SLn/B and brieﬂy indicated an algebraic proof. (Manivel [Cours Spe´cialise´s 3
(1998)] provides details of this proof.) A geometric proof was given by Sottile [Ann.
Inst. Fourier (Grenoble) 46 (1996), 89–110]. In this paper we state and prove a
generalization of this Pieri-type formula for the T -equivariant cohomology of the
ﬂag variety. We use the algebraic description of the T -equivariant cohomology of
the ﬂag variety due to Kostant and Kumar [Adv. Math. 62 (1986), 187–237] and
Arabia [Bull. Soc. Math. France 117 (1989), 129–165], and our new formula exposes
an equality of certain structure constants in this algebra. Our proof is an induction
based on the original idea in Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger.  2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
Key Words: ﬂag manifold; equivariant cohomology; double Schubert polynomials;
Pieri formula.
1. INTRODUCTION
Classical Schubert calculus may be viewed as the study of the cup product
in the singular cohomology of the Grassmann variety Gkn parametrizing
k-planes in n, or more generally of the ﬂag variety SLn/B parametrizing
all full ﬂags of vector subspaces 0 = V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn−1 ⊂ Vn = n
dim Vi = i. The calculus usually consists of a preferred Schubert basis
of the cohomology algebra, a Giambelli formula expressing a general class
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as a combination of some preferred generators, and a Pieri-type formula
giving an efﬁcient rule for expanding the product of an arbitrary class
and a generator in terms of the Schubert basis. The cohomology of the
Grassmann variety imbeds in the cohomology of the ﬂag variety, and we
further require that a Pieri formula for the ﬂag variety imply a Pieri formula
for each Gkn k < n. Our study of equivariant Schubert calculus is based
on the description of the T -equivariant cohomology of G/B, where G is any
Kacˇ–Moody group and B is a Borel subgroup, due to Kostant and Kumar
[KK] and Arabia [A] (though we only consider G = SLn in this paper).
Let G be a semi-simple, simply connected, complex Lie group, let H
be a maximal torus in G, let B be a Borel subgroup containing H, let W
be the corresponding Weyl group generated by simple reﬂections si1≤i≤l,
and let  be the Cartan algebra LieH. Let T be a maximal compact
torus contained in H, and let X = G/B. Denote by ET → BT the classi-
fying bundle for the group T . Since T acts on X, we may form the ﬁber
product ET ×T X. The T -equivariant cohomology of X, denoted H∗T X, is
deﬁned to be the singular cohomology H∗ET ×T X. The map X →
point induces a canonical H∗T point-module structure on H∗T X; and
H∗T point is isomorphic to S∗, the symmetric algebra on ∗. In [KK],
Kostant and Kumar deﬁned certain functions
{
ξw W → S∗}
w∈W , and
Arabia proved in [A] that H∗T X is the free S∗-module
H∗T X ≈  =
⊕
w∈W
S∗ξw
with pointwise addition and multiplication of the functions ξw. We call
ξww∈W the Schubert basis of , and the objects of study in this paper are
the coefﬁcients in the expansion
ξvξw = ∑
u∈W
puvwξ
u!
We call these coefﬁcients the equivariant Schubert structure constants,
though the “constant” puvw is actually a homogeneous polynomial in S∗.
In [KK, (4.32)], an arbitrary structure constant is expressed compactly
as a rational combination (with both positive and negative signs) of the
values ξwvw v∈W , but the cancellations that occur to give a polynomial
expression are not apparent. Furthermore, Graham [G] showed that these
structure constants enjoy a certain positivity property, and it is an open
problem to ﬁnd a combinatorial expression for them that explicitly demon-
strates this positivity. The best previous result of this nature is a formula
for multiplying any ξw by a degree-1 Schubert class ξsk [KK, (4.30)].
Now let G = SLn, in which case W is the symmetric group Sn, and
the simple reﬂection si is the transposition i i+ 1 for all i = 1 ! ! !  n− 1.
Let ckm be the element sk−m+1 ! ! ! sk−1sk ∈ W 1 ≤ m ≤ k. Our main
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result is an equivariant Pieri-type formula, that is, a formula for the structure
constants in the expansion of the product ξckmξw.
Theorem A (Equivariant Pieri-type formula). For any w ∈ W and
ckm as above,
ξckmξw =
m∑
p=0
∑
u∈Skpw
ξck−pm−p
(
vuw k
)
ξu
where Skpw ⊂ W is deﬁned in Deﬁnition 4.1, and vuw k is the element
of W deﬁned in Deﬁnition 4.2.
This theorem is a signiﬁcant simpliﬁcation of the previously known
expression for these structure constants [KK, (4.32)], and it was found and
proved in an entirely different manner. (Of course, [KK, (4.32)] is true in
much greater generality.) The key observation in this paper is the existence
of the associated element vuw k ∈ W , deﬁned in Deﬁnition 4.2.
A compact expression for the values ξwvw v∈W is due independently
to Billey [B] and Andersen, Jantzen, and Soergel [AJS, Remark D.3]; and
this expression explicitly shows the positivity of the structure constants that
appear in our Theorem A. When p = m, our theorem implies the Pieri-
type formula for the ﬂag variety ﬁrst stated by Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger
[LS1] as part of their famous theory of Schubert polynomials. In this paper
the authors indicated a proof by induction, and details of this proof were
provided later by Manivel [M]. In the meantime, a geometric proof was
given by Sottile [S], and since then several other algebro-combinatoric
proofs have appeared. In [LS2], Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger introduced
double Schubert polynomials that represent the equivariant Schubert classes
when H∗T X is identiﬁed with a quotient of a certain ring of polyno-
mials. Veigneau stated in [V] a Pieri-type formula for double Schubert
polynomials (with the suggestion of a proof by induction), but it differs
in form from our Theorem A.
In Section 2, we cover preliminary material and ﬁx our notation.
Section 3 consists of a summary of relevant results from [KK] concerning
H∗T X. In Section 4, we formulate our equivariant Pieri-type formula,
state precisely the positivity property of the structure constants, and
verify it under the assumptions of Theorem A. In Sections 5 and 6, we
prove several lemmas required for our proof of Theorem A. Section 5
contains lemmas concerning the elements of Skpw, and Section 6
contains lemmas concerning the values of the functions ξw. The proof of
Theorem A comprises Section 7.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper (unless otherwise noted), G denotes the group
SLn, and we choose the standard maximal torus, Borel subgroup, and
set of simple roots. Speciﬁcally, H ⊂ G is the subgroup of diagonal matr-
ices, B is the subgroup of upper triangular matrices,  is the Cartan subal-
gebra LieH ⊂ LieG, and L1 L2 ! ! !  Ln are the coordinates on 
deﬁned by
Lidiagt1 t2 ! ! !  tn = ti!
The simple roots in ∗ are αi = Li − Li+11≤i≤n−1, and the fundamental
weights are ωi =
∑i
j=1 Lj1≤i≤n−1. The Weyl group W = NH/H acts as
the symmetric group Sn permuting the subscripts of the coordinates Li;
more precisely, W is generated by simple reﬂections si = sαi1≤i≤n−1 that
act on ∗ by
siLj =


Li+1 if j = i,
Li if j = i+ 1,
Lj otherwise.
The group W is characterized by the relations
s2i = 1
sisj = sjsi if i− j > 1
sisi+1si = si+1sisi+1!
The set of positive roots is *+ = Li − Lj  i < j, and if β = Li − Lj
is a positive root, we denote the corresponding reﬂection in W by tij =
ij = sβ. (Whenever tij appears in this paper, it is assumed that i < j.) We
will often use i1 i2 ! ! ! ir to denote the cycle ζ ∈ W such that ζij = ij+1
for 1 ≤ j < r, ζir = i1, and ζi = i otherwise. It is also convenient
sometimes to represent a permutation w ∈ Sn in one line notation by
w1w2 ! ! ! wn.
We say a decomposition w = si1si2 ! ! ! sir ∈ W is reduced if all other
expressions of w require at least r simple reﬂections, in which case we
say the length of w is r and write lw = r. The unique longest element in
W is denoted w0. If lwtij = lw + 1, we write w → wtij , and we write
w < u if there exists a chain w → wti1j1 → · · · → wti1j1 ! ! ! tir jr = u. This is
the Bruhat order on W .
For the ﬂag manifold X = G/B, we have the famous Bruhat decompo-
sition
X = ⊔
w∈W
BwB/B (disjoint union)
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where each BwB/B is isomorphic to the afﬁne space lw. Let Xw be the
closure of BwB/B, the so-called Schubert subvariety, and let Xw be the
image of its fundamental homology class in H2lwX. It is well known
that the homology classes Xww∈W form a basis for H∗X. Let w be
the class in H2lwX dual to Xw with respect to the usual pairing of
homology and cohomology. The classes ww∈W are called the Schubert
cohomology classes, and they form a basis for H∗X.
If Pk ⊂ B is the maximal parabolic subgroup corresponding to the kth
simple root, then the homogeneous space G/Pk may be identiﬁed with
the Grassmann variety Gkn. The natural map X = G/B → G/Pk
corresponds to mapping each full ﬂag V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn = n to its
k-dimensional subspace Vk ⊂ n. This gives rise to an injective map on
cohomology
H∗Gkn ↪→ H∗X!
Let λk be the tautological bundle on Gkn. It is well known that
H∗Gkn is generated by the Chern classes ciλk ∈H2iGkn1≤i≤k,
so the image of H∗Gkn in H∗X is generated by the pull-backs of
these classes. The pull-back of cmλk to H∗X is the Schubert class
indexed by the element
ckm = sk−m+1 ! ! ! sk−1sk ∈ W
[F, Sect. 10.6]. Note that ckm is the m+ 1-cycle k−m+ 1 ! ! ! k k+ 1.
We call the element ckm 1 ≤ m ≤ k ≤ n − 1 a special Schubert class
in H∗X.
3. THE T -EQUIVARIANT COHOMOLOGY OF G/B
All the results in this section are from [KK, Sects. 4 and 5], unless
otherwise stated, and they hold for an arbitrary Kacˇ–Moody group G,
though we carry over the notation of the previous section. The notational
conventions here differ slightly from [KK] and agree with [K] and [B]. Let
S = S∗, let Q be its quotient ﬁeld, and let 1 be the S-algebra of all
functions W → Q under pointwise addition and multiplication. For each
simple reﬂection si, we deﬁne a divided difference operator i on 1 by
if w =
f wsi − f w
wαi

for any f ∈ 1 and any w ∈ W . (These are analogous to the operators
deﬁned in [BGG] and [D].) Given a reduced decomposition w = si1 ! ! ! sil ,
we deﬁne w = i1 ◦ · · · ◦ il , and this operator is independent of the
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choice of reduced decomposition of w. The setting for our Pieri-type
formula is the ring
 = {f ∈ 1  f w ∈ S and wf e ∈ S for all w ∈ W }!
Proposition 3.1. The ring  is a free S-algebra with basis ξww∈W ,
where the functions ξw are characterized by
(1) ξwv = 0 unless w ≤ v;
(2) ξww = ∏β∈*+∩w−1*− β;
(3) iξw = ξwsi , if w > wsi, and 0, otherwise.
Furthermore, for any simple reﬂection si, the values of the function ξsi
are
ξsiv = ωi − vωi! (1)
The following lemma is equivalent to property (3) above, and it is used
extensively in the proofs of the lemmas in Section 6.
Lemma 3.2. Let w v be arbitrary elements of W , and let si be a simple
reﬂection; then
ξwvsi =
{
ξwv if wsi > w,
ξwv + vαiξwsiv if wsi < w.
The inclusion of the T -stable points of X into X induces a localization
map on equivariant cohomologies:
H∗T X → H∗T XT !
Since T acts trivially on XT , H∗T XT  ∼= H∗T pt! ⊗H∗XT . The T -equiva-
riant cohomology of a point is isomorphic to S∗; and if we equip W
with the discrete topology and let T act trivially on W , we see XT ∼= W .
Hence H∗T XT  ∼= 1. (For more on equivariant cohomology and inter-
section theory, see [Br].)
Theorem 3.3 [A, K]. The localization map induces an S-algebra isomor-
phism
H∗T X
∼→!
Moreover, the map  → H∗X, deﬁned by fξw → f 0w, for any f ∈ S,
is an algebra homomorphism.
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In light of this theorem, it is clear that formulas for the product in 
imply analogous formulas for the cup product in H∗X. As mentioned
in the introduction, [KK, (4.32)] expresses the structure constants of 
(with respect to its Schubert basis ξww∈W ) as rational combinations of
the values ξwvw v∈W , but the cancellations that occur are not apparent.
We end this section by stating a generalized Chevalley formula [KK, (4.30)]
(see also [K, (11.1.7i)]) that holds for any Kacˇ–Moody group G.
Proposition 3.4.
ξskξw = ξskwξw + ∑
w→sβw
ωkw−1βˇξsβv
where βˇ ∈  is dual to β ∈ ∗ with respect to the usual pairing  of ∗ and
. In the case G = SLn, this formula reads
ξskξw = ξsiwξw + ∑
w→wtij
i≤k<j
ξwtij ! (2)
4. EQUIVARIANT PIERI-TYPE FORMULA
We begin this section by recalling a deﬁnition from [LS1].
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let tij denote the transposition ij, and let ζ =
ti1q ti2q ! ! ! tipq = q ip ! ! ! i2 i1, a p+ 1-cycle in W . For any w ∈ W , we say
wζ is special k-superior to w of degree p if
(1) i1 ! ! !  ip ≤ k < q,
(2) wq > wi1 > · · · > wip,
(3) lwζ = lw + p.
More generally, if ζ1 ζ2 ! ! !  ζr are pairwise disjoint cycles such that
each wζi is special k-superior to w of degree pi and
∑r
i=1 pi = p =
lwζ1 ! ! ! ζr − lw, then we say wζ1ζ2 ! ! ! ζr is special k-superior to w of
degree p. We denote the set of all such elements by Skpw.
We will see that when c = ckm = sk−m+1 ! ! ! sk−1sk and w ∈ W is
arbitrary, the structure constant pucw is zero unless u ∈ Skpw, where p =
lu − lw 0 ≤ p ≤ m. The following construction is the main ingredient
of our new formula.
Deﬁnition 4.2. Let u ∈ Skpw for some 1 ≤ p ≤ k ≤ n − 1. We
deﬁne an associated element vuw k ∈ W as follows.
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Step 1. The disjoint cycles in the decomposition of w−1u are of the
form ζ = ti1q ! ! ! tirq = q ir ! ! ! i1, with i1 ! ! !  ir ≤ k < q. Deﬁne the set of
indices of u > w to be
 = k = i ≤ k  w−1ui = i!
In other words, if u = wti1q1 ! ! ! tipqp ∈ Skpw such that ij ≤ k < qj for all
1 ≤ j ≤ p and i1 ! ! !  ip are all distinct, then  = i1 ! ! !  ip.
Step 2. Write 1 2 ! ! !  k\ = r1 > r2 > · · · > rk−p. For any 1 ≤
j ≤ k − p, deﬁne λj = #i ∈   i < rj. The result is a nonincreasing
sequence of integers,
λ p ≥ λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λk−p ≥ 0!
Step 3. For each j 1 ≤ j ≤ k− p, let ramesh
πj = sλk−p−j+1+j−1 ! ! ! sj+1sj
provided λk−p−j+1 = 0. If λk−p−j+1 = 0, let πj = e.
Step 4. We deﬁne the associated element to be
vuw k = wπ1π2 ! ! ! πk−p!
Remark 4.3. This deﬁnition becomes somewhat clearer when we use one
line notation for permutations (though we use the above formulation in our
proofs). Write w = w1 ! ! ! wkwk + 1 ! ! ! wn, and suppose the set
of indices for u ∈ Skpw is  = i1 < i2 < · · · < ip. Then vuw k is just
vuw k = ∗ · · · ∗ wi1wi2 ! ! ! wipwk+ 1 ! ! ! wn
i.e., vuw k is obtained from w by moving the entries wi1 ! ! !  wip
to positions k − p + 1 k − p + 2 ! ! !  k, respectively, and preserving the
relative positions of all other entries. We illustrate the deﬁnition with an
example.
Example 4.4. Assume n = 9. Let c = c5 5, let w = s3s5s4s7s6s5, and
let u = wt26t16t59 = s1s2s3s5s4s8s7s6s5 ∈ S5 3w. The set of indices of u > w
is  = 1 2 5, so λ = 2 2, and
vuw 5 = wπ1π2
= ws2s1s3s2
= s3s5s4s7s6s5s2s1s3s2!
In one line notation (with  separating the k and k + 1 positions), w =
1 2 4 6 8  3 5 7 9, and
vuw 5 = 1 2 4 6 8  3 5 7 9π1π2
= 4 1 2 6 8  3 5 7 9π2
= 4 6 1 2 8  3 5 7 9!
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We are now prepared to state the main result of this paper.
Theorem A. Let w be an arbitrary element of W , and let c = ckm
1 ≤ m ≤ k ≤ n. If u is in Skpw for some 0 ≤ p ≤ m, then
pucw = ξck−pm−p
(
vuw k
)
!
If u does not belong to any such Skpw, then pucw = 0.
Remark 4.5. From the description of the structure constants in [KK,
(4.32)], it is clear that for any vw ∈ W , pvw v = ξwv. Hence if v = vuw k,
and c′ = ck− pm− p, then Theorem A says
pucw = pvc′ v!
When p = m, we obtain as a corollary of this theorem the classical
Pieri-type formula for the ﬂag variety.
Corollary 4.6 (Classical Pieri-type formula for the ﬂag variety [LS1, S]).
Let G = SLn, let c = ckm, and let w ∈ W as above. Let u be an
element of W such that lu − lw = m; then
pucw =
{
ξe
(
vuw k = 1 if u ∈ Skmw,
0 otherwise.
The next proposition gives an expression for the values ξwvw v∈W .
Given any w ∈ W , ﬁx a reduced decomposition w = si1 ! ! ! sil . For each
1 ≤ j ≤ l, let βj = si1 ! ! ! sij−1αij . The following holds for any Kacˇ–Moody
group G:
Proposition 4.7 [B, AJS, Remark D.3]. For any v ∈ W ,
ξvw =∑βj1 ! ! ! βjm
where the sum is over all 1 ≤ j1 < · · · < jm ≤ l such that sij1 ! ! ! sijm is a
reduced decomposition of v.
Together, Theorem A and Proposition 4.7 give an efﬁcient method for
computing the structure constants pucw, as illustrated in the following
example.
Example 4.8. Let c = c5 5 u, and w be as in Example 4.4. Then
pucw = ξc5−3 5−3
(
vuw 5
)
= ξs1s2s3s5s4s7s6s5s2s1s3s2
= s3s5s4s7s6s5s2α1s3s5s4s7s6s5s2s1s3α2
= α1 + α2 + α3α1 + · · · + α5!
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Take as a basis for ∗ the simple roots α1 ! ! !  αn−1, and consider the
expansion
puvw =
∑
I=i1!!!in−1
cIα
i1
1 ! ! ! α
in−1
n−1!
The following positivity property of the equivariant structure constants was
proved by Graham [G] for an arbitrary Kacˇ–Moody group G.
Proposition 4.9. The coefﬁcients cI in the expansion above are nonneg-
ative integers for any vw u ∈ W .
Theorem A, together with Proposition 4.7, gives explicitly the positivity
of the Pieri structure constants. It seems that this is the only known formula
(beyond the generalized Chevalley formula) that exhibits this positivity.
We conclude this section by deriving from Theorem A an equivalent
formula for other structure constants on . The symmetry of the root
system of SLn provides an automorphism of the ring  as follows. Label
the Dynkin diagram with the simple roots as shown:
◦
α1
◦
α2
◦
α3
· · ·
αn−1
◦ !
There is a diagram automorphism that takes the node labelled αi to the
node labelled αn−i for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. This induces a linear automor-
phism 6 ∗ → ∗, 6αi = αn−i, which we extend to an algebra automor-
phism of S∗. In turn, 6 induces an automorphism of the Weyl group that
takes si to sn−i. It is convenient to abuse notation and denote by 6 all maps
induced by the diagram symmetry. Finally we get a ring automorphism
6 → 
fξw → 6f ξ6w!
More generally, for any group G, any symmetry of its Dynkin diagram
induces an automorphism of the associated ring  in the same manner. In
the next lemma, we collect a few observations about the particular automor-
phism 6 described above.
Lemma 4.10. Let r = rkm = sk+m−1 ! ! ! sk+1sk, and let w v be any
elements of W . The following are true:
(1) 62 = id;
(2) 6w = w0ww0;
(3) 6ξrkm = ξcn−km;
(4) 6ξvw = ξw0vw0w0ww0.
The following corollary is a transformation of the main theorem by the
automorphism 6.
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Corollary 4.11. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ n − k, and r = rkm.
Then
purw =
{
ξrk+pm−pv˜uw k if w0uw0 ∈ Sn−kpw0w0,
0 otherwise,
where v˜uw k = w0vw0uw0w0w0n−kw0.
5. LEMMAS REGARDING Skpw
We begin this section by recalling the following lemma from [BGG,
(2.3ii)].
Lemma 5.1. For any w ∈ W and i < j,
w < wtij ⇐⇒ wj > wi!
This implies that the chain of elements in Deﬁnition 4.1 is strictly
increasing. More precisely,
Lemma 5.2. If wti1qti2q ! ! ! tipq ∈ Skpw, then wti1qti2q ! ! ! tirq ∈ Sk rw
for any r ≤ p.
Proof. Since wti1qti2q ! ! ! tipq ∈ Skpw, we have wq > wi1. By the
preceding lemma, this is equivalent to w < wti1q. Let r be any index
between 2 and p. It follows from wti1q ! ! ! tir−1qq = wir−1 > wir =
wti1q ! ! ! tir−1qir that wti1q ! ! ! tir−1q < wti1q ! ! ! tirq, and by induction we have
w < wti1q < · · · < wti1q ! ! ! tirq < · · · < wti1q ! ! ! tipq!
Thus lwtirq = lw + r.
The following four lemmas are needed for the proof of our main
theorem. They can be found in Manivel’s proof of the Pieri-type formula
for Schubert polynomials [M, (2.7.5)], but we provide more detailed proofs
here.
Lemma 5.3. If u ∈ Skpw\Sk−1 pw, then there is a unique index
q > k such that utkq ∈ Sk−1 p−1w. Furthermore, for any q′ < k,
utq′k ∈ Sk−1 p−1w.
Proof. The cycle decomposition of w−1u contains a cycle of the form
ζ = ti1q ! ! ! tiaq ! ! ! tirq, where ia = k. To show that utkq ∈ Sk−1 p−1w, it
sufﬁces to show that wζtkq ∈ Sk−1 r−1w, since in this case one can easily
see that lutkq = lw + p− 1. Consider
ζtkq = ti1q ! ! ! tia−1qtia+1k ! ! ! tirk!
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By Lemma 5.1, we have wζtkq < wζ, since wζk = wia−1 > wir =
wζq. By Lemma 5.2, wti1q ! ! ! tia−1q ∈ Sk−1 a−1w; and by Lemma 5.1, we
have lwti1q ! ! ! tia−1qtia+1k ! ! ! tirk ≥ lw + a − 1 + r − a, since wia >
wia+1 > · · · > wir. Thus lwζtkq = lw+ r − 1. It follows trivially from
wζ ∈ Sk rw that the remaining two conditions for wζtkq ∈ Sk−1 r−1w are
satisﬁed.
Now we show the uniqueness of this index q. Pick any q′ > k, q′ = q. The
decomposition of w−1u may contain a cycle of the form ζ ′ = q′js ! ! ! j1;
then
ζζ ′tkq′ = qir ! ! ! ia+1 k js ! ! ! j1 q′ ia−1 ! ! ! i1!
Since this is an r + s + 2-cycle involving two indices greater than k− 1,
wζζ ′tkq′ /∈ Sk−1 r+s−1w. Hence utkq′ /∈ Sk−1 p−1w. (Note that this
argument holds when such a ζ ′ does not appear in w−1u. In this case,
delete all the js.)
Finally, we prove the second statement in the lemma. Pick any q′ < k. In
w−1u, there may be a cycle of the form ζ ′ = tj1n ! ! ! tjbn ! ! ! tjsn, with jb = q′.
Assume ﬁrst that ζ ′ = ζ. It sufﬁces to show that wζζ ′tq′k /∈ Sk−1 r+s−1w.
In cycle notation,
ζζ ′tq′k = qir ! ! ! ia+1 k jb−1 ! ! ! j1 n js ! ! ! jb+1 q′ ia−1 ! ! ! i1!
This is an r + s + 2-cycle, so wζζ ′tq′k /∈ Sk−1 r+s−1w. Thus utq′k /∈
Sk−1 p−1w. If ζ ′ = ζ or q′ does not occur in any ζ ′, then it is easy to see
that utq′k /∈ Sk−1 p−1w.
Lemma 5.4. If u ∈ Skpw ∩ Sk−1 pW , then for any q < k, utqk /∈
Sk−1 p−1w. Also, for any q′ > k, utkq′ /∈ Sk−1 p−1w.
Proof. First pick any q < k. There are no cycles in w−1u that involve the
index k, but there may be a cycle of the form ζ = ti1l ! ! ! tial ! ! ! tir l, where
ia = q. In cycle notation,
ζtqk = l ir ! ! ! ia+1 q k ia−1 ! ! ! i1!
Since this is an r + 2-cycle, wζtqk /∈ Sk−1 r−1w. It follows that utqk /∈
Sk−1 p−1w. If no cycles in w−1u involve q, then clearly utkq /∈ Sk−1 p−1w.
Now pick any q′ > k. In w−1u, there may be a cycle of the form ζ =
ti1q′ ! ! ! tirq′ . In this case ζtkq′ = q′kir ! ! ! i1. Since this is an r + 2-cycle,
wζtkq′ /∈ Sk−1 r−1w, and it follows that utkq′ /∈ Sk−1 p−1w. Again, if no
cycle in w−1u involves q′, then utkq′ /∈ Sk−1 p−1w.
Lemma 5.5. If u ∈ Sk−1 pw\Skpw, then there is a unique q < k such
that utqk ∈ Sk−1 p−1w. Furthermore, for any q′ > k, utkq′ ∈ Sk−1 p−1w.
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Proof. The decomposition of w−1u contains a cycle of the form ζ =
ti1k ! ! ! tirk. Take q = ir . By Lemma 5.2, we have wζtqk ∈ Sk−1 r−1w, and
hence utqk ∈ Sk−1 p−1w. The uniqueness of this index q and the second
statement in the lemma can be proved with arguments similar to those in
the proof of Lemma 5.3.
Lemma 5.6. Let u ∈ W such that lu = lw + p, but u /∈ Skpw and
u /∈ Sk−1 pw. Then there is a bijection between the set of indices q ∈  
k < q ≤ n, utkq ∈ Sk−1 p−1w and the set of indices q′ ∈   1 ≤ q′ < k,
utq′k ∈ Sk−1 p−1w.
Proof. First suppose that there is an index q, k < q ≤ n, such that
utkq ∈ Sk−1 p−1w. We claim that w−1utkq must involve k, q, or both. For
if neither is involved, then
uq = ww−1utkqk = wk and uk = ww−1utkqq = wq!
It follows from utkq < u that uq < uk, hence wk < wq. Since
w−1utkq involves neither k nor q, this is sufﬁcient for u = utkqtkq ∈
Skpw; but this contradicts the hypothesis of the lemma.
Consider the case in which w−1utkq contains a cycle ζ = ti1k ! ! ! tirk and no
cycle involving q. Since utkq ∈ Sk−1 p−1w, we have wk > wi1 > · · · >
wir and lwζ = lw + r. Also, utkq → u implies lwζtkq = lwζ + 1 =
lw + r + 1. In particular, wir = wζk < wζq = wq. Let m be the
least integer, 1 ≤ m ≤ r, such that wim < wq. Writing
ζtkq = ti1k ! ! ! tim−1ktimktkqtim+1q ! ! ! tirq = ti1k ! ! ! tim−1ktimq ! ! ! tirqtimk
we see that w−1utimk contains the cycles
ζ ′ = ti1k ! ! ! tim−1k ζ ′′ = timq ! ! ! tirq
and no other cycles involving k or q. (If m = 1, then ζ ′ is just the identity
permutation.) We need to show that wζ ′ζ ′′ ∈ Sk−1 rw, in order to
conclude that utirk ∈ Sk−1 p−1w. Since wq > wim > wim+1 > · · · >
wir, we have lwζ ′ζ ′′ ≥ lw + r. Since wζ ′ζ ′′im = wq < wim−1 =
wζ ′ζ ′′k, we have lwζ ′ζ ′′ < lwζ ′ζ ′′timk = lwζtkq = lw + r + 1.
Hence lwζ ′ζ ′′ = lw + r. It is not difﬁcult to see that the other
conditions for wζ ′ζ ′′ ∈ Sk−1 rw are satisﬁed. The index im is uniquely
determined by q (for a ﬁxed k), so q → q′ = im deﬁnes a map of the index
sets described in the lemma.
The case in which w−1utkq involves q but not k is similar to the one
above, so let us proceed to the case in which both k and q are involved.
Now w−1utkq contains
ζ1 = ti1k ! ! ! tirk ζ2 = tj1q ! ! ! tjsq
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and no other cycles involving k or q. It follows from utkq → u that wir =
wζ1ζ2k < wζ1ζ2q = wjs. Let m be the least integer, 1 ≤ m ≤ r, such
that wjs > wim. Writing
ζ1ζ2tkq = ti1k ! ! ! tim−1ktj1q ! ! ! tjsqtimktkqtim+1q ! ! ! tirq
= ti1k ! ! ! tim−1ktj1q ! ! ! tjsqtimqtimktim+1q ! ! ! tirq
= ti1k ! ! ! tim−1ktj1q ! ! ! tjsqtimq ! ! ! tirqtimk
we see that w−1utimk contains the cycles
ζ ′ = ti1k ! ! ! tim−1k ζ ′′ = tj1q ! ! ! tjsqtimq ! ! ! tirq
and no other cycles involving k or q. The argument to prove wζ ′ζ ′′ ∈
Sk−1 r+sw, and hence utimk ∈ Sk−1 p−1w, is entirely similar to the
argument given in the preceding paragraph. Again, q → q′ = im.
Now suppose that there is an index q′, 1 ≤ q′ < k, such that utq′k ∈
Sk−1 p−1w. We claim that w−1utq′k involves q′. First, suppose w−1utq′k
does not involve q′ or k. Then utq′k < u implies
wq′ = ww−1utq′kq′ = uk < uq′ = ww−1utq′kk = wk
and u = utq′ktq′k ∈ Sk−1 pw, a contradiction of our hypothesis. Hence
w−1utq′k involves at least one of k or q′. Suppose it involves only k; then
it contains a cycle ζ = ti1k ! ! ! tirk and no other cycle involving q′ or k.
The r + 2-cycle ζtq′k is easily seen to satisfy the conditions for wζtq′k ∈
Sk−1 r+1w, so u = utq′ktq′k ∈ Sk−1 pw. Once again, this contradicts the
hypothesis. If w−1utq′k contains a cycle ζ = ti1k ! ! ! tirk, with ij = q′ for some
1 ≤ j ≤ r, then wk > wi1 > · · · > wij = wq′ > · · · > wir implies
wζtq′k < wζ, a contradiction. Thus the only cycles in w−1utq′k that involve
q′ or k are of the form
ζ1 = ti1k ! ! ! tim−1k and ζ2 = tj1q ! ! ! tjsqtq′qtim+1q ! ! ! tirq!
Following the calculations of the preceding paragraph in reverse, we
construct the desired element of Sk−1 p−1w, and we observe that q′ → q
is the inverse of the map described above.
6. LEMMAS REGARDING 
In this section, we establish four lemmas concerning the values of certain
ξv on the associated element from Deﬁnition 4.2. These lemmas will be
used in conjunction with Lemmas 5.3 through 5.6, respectively, in the proof
of our main result.
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Lemma 6.1. If u ∈ Skpw and utkq ∈ Sk−1 p−1w, then vuw k =
vutkqw k−1.
Proof. Let  denote the set of indices for u > w, and let  ′ denote the
set of indices for utkq > w. Since  =  ′ unionsq k, all objects in the deﬁnition
of vuw k coincide with those in the deﬁnition of vutkqw k−1.
Lemma 6.2. If u ∈ Skpw ∩ Sk−1 pw, then
(1) uLk = vuw kLk−p, and
(2) ξck−p−1 avuw k−1 = ξck−p−1 avuw k, for any a ≥ 1.
Proof. (1) Let  denote the set of indices for u > w. Since u ∈
Skpw ∩ Sk−1 pw, k /∈  . If we write vuw k = ∗ · · · ∗ wi1wi2 · · ·
wipwk + 1 · · ·wn, it is easy to see that vuw kLk−p = wLk. Since
k /∈  , uLk = wLk = vuw kLk−p.
It follows by deﬁnition that r1 = k, λ1 = p, and πk−p = sk−1sk−2 ! ! ! sk−p.
We observe that the simple reﬂections si occurring in the reduced words
for π1 ! ! !  πk−p−1 all have i < k− 1. Hence
vuw kLk−p = wπ1 ! ! ! πk−pLk−p
= wπ1 ! ! ! πk−p−1Lk
= wLk
= uLk since k /∈  !
(2) From the deﬁnition, we see that vuw k−1 = vuw kπ−1k−p. For
a ≥ 1, ck−p− 1 a = sk−p−a ! ! ! sk−p−1 and π−1k−p = sk−p ! ! ! sk−1 have no
simple reﬂections in common, so by Lemma 3.2,
ξck−p−1 avuw k = ξck−p−1 avuw kπ−1k−p
= ξck−p−1 avuw k−1!
The proof of the next lemma is elementary, but it involves rather lengthy
computations.
Lemma 6.3. If u ∈ Sk−1 pw\Skpw and utqk ∈ Sk−1 p−1w, then
there is an element σ ∈ W that has the following properties:
(1) uLk = σLk−p,
(2) ξck−p−1Nσ = ξck−p−1Nvuw k−1 for any 1 ≤ N ≤ k−
p− 1, and
(3) ξck−pm−pσ = ξck−pm−pvutqkw k−1, for any p ≤ m < k.
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Proof. Let v = vuw k−1, and let  , ri, λi, πi be the objects
involved in the construction of this element. Let v′ = vutqkw k−1, and
let  ′, r ′i, λ′i, π ′i be the objects involved in the construction of this
element. Let a be the number of elements of ri that are less than q. Since
 =  ′ unionsq q, it follows that ri = r ′i if 1 ≤ i ≤ a, r ′a+1 = q, and ri = r ′i+1 if
a+ 1 ≤ i ≤ k− p− 1. If a = 0, set σ = v′; otherwise, let
σ = v′sk−p−a ! ! ! sk−p−2sk−p−1!
(1) First observe that uLk = utqkLq = wLq, and
σLk−p = v′sk−p−a ! ! ! sk−p−2sk−p−1Lk−p
= v′Lk−p−a
= wπ ′1 ! ! ! π ′k−pLk−p−a
= wπ ′1 ! ! ! π ′k−p−aLk−p−a
= wπ ′1 ! ! ! π ′k−p−a−1Lk−p−a+λ′a+1
= wLk−p−a+λ′a+1
since the maximum index j such that sj occurs in a reduced decompo-
sition of π ′1 ! ! ! π
′
k−p−a−1 is λ
′
a+2 + k−p− a− 2 < λ′a+1 + k−p− a− 1. It
remains to show that q = k− p− a+ λ′a+1, and this requires a small trick.
We recall that # = p and write
q = k− p− k− q− 1 − # − λ′a+1 − 1 + λ′a+1!
From  =  ′ unionsq q and q = r ′a+1, it follows that
# − λ′a+1 − 1 = #i ∈   i > q!
Also, k− q− 1 = #q+ 1 q+ 2 ! ! !  k− 1, so
k− q− 1 − # − λ′a+1 − 1 = #i /∈   q < i ≤ k− 1
= a!
Hence q = k− p− a+ λ′a+1.
(2) A rather laborious computation using the relationship between 
and  ′ yields
v−1σ = sk−p+λ′n+1−1 ! ! ! sk−p+1sk−p!
Thus there are no common simple reﬂections in reduced decompositions
of ck− p− 1N, N ≥ 1, and v−1σ . Hence by Lemma 3.2,
ξck−p−1Nv = ξck−p−1Nvv−1σ = ξck−p−1Nσ!
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(3) Since lck − pm − psk−p−a > lck − pm − p for any
integer a ≥ 1, by Lemma 3.2,
ξck−pm−pv′ = ξck−pm−pv′sk−p−n ! ! ! sk−p−2sk−p−1 = ξck−pm−pσ!
Lemma 6.4. If utkq ∈ Sk−1 p−1w and utq′k ∈ Sk−1 p−1w, but u /∈
Skpw, then vutkqw k−1 = vutq′kw k−1.
Proof. Let  ′ be the set of indices for utkq > w, and let  ′′ be the set of
indices for utq′k > w. One can easily see from the deﬁnitions that  ′\q′ =
 ′′\q′. Moreover, # ′ = # ′′ = p− 1, so necessarily  ′ =  ′′.
7. PROOF OF THE EQUIVARIANT PIERI-TYPE FORMULA
Let emXk denote the elementary symmetric function of degree m in
the variables x1 x2 ! ! !  xk, and observe that
emXk = emXk−1 + xkem−1Xk−1!
In terms of the Schubert basis for the cohomology of G/B, this translates
to
ckm = ck−1m + sk −sk−1ck−1m−1!
The following key lemma is an analogous identity in the ring  that follows
directly from Eq. (2) of Section 3.
Lemma 7.1.
ξckm = ξck−1m + ξsk − ξsk−1 + Lk−m+1 − Lkξck−1m−1!
Proof. By Eq. (2),
ξskξck−1m−1 = ξsk(ck− 1m− 1)ξck−1m−1
+ ξck−1m−1tk−1k+1 + ξckm
and
ξsk−1ξck−1m−1 = ξsk−1(ck− 1m− 1)ξck−1m−1
+ ξck−1m + ξck−1m−1tk−1k+1 !
Hence
ξsk − ξsk−1ξck−1m−1 = (ξsk(ck− 1m− 1)− ξsk−1(ck− 1m− 1))
× ξck−1m−1 + ξckm − ξck−1m!
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By Eq. (1) from Section 3,
ξsk
(
ck− 1m− 1)− ξsk−1(ck− 1m− 1)
= ωk − ck− 1m− 1ωk −ωk−1 + ck− 1m− 1ωk−1
= Lk − Lk−m+1!
An obvious consequence of this lemma is
ξckmw = ξck−1mw + Lk−m+1 −wLk ξck−1m−1w! (3)
Also, this lemma and Eq. (2) together imply
Lemma 7.2.
puckm w = puck−1m w + Lk−m+1 − uLk puck−1m−1 w
+ ∑
utkq→u
p
utkq
ck−1m−1 w −
∑
utqk→u
p
utqk
ck−1m−1 w!
Proof. Applying Lemma 7.1, we get
ξckmξw = ξck−1mξw + {ξck−1m−1ξw(ξsk − ξsk−1 + Lk−m+1 − Lk)}!
The term in braces may be rewritten as∑
v
pvck−1m−1 wξ
v
(
ξsk − ξsk−1 + Lk−m+1 − Lk
)

and we apply Eq. (2) to obtain∑
v
pvck−1m−1 wξ
v
(
ξsk − ξsk−1 + Lk−m+1 − Lk
)
=∑
v
pvck−1m−1 w
[(
ξskv − ξsk−1v + Lk−m+1 − Lk
)
ξv
+ ∑
v→vtij
i≤k<j
ξvtij − ∑
v→vti′ j′
i′≤k−1<j′
ξvti′ j′
]
=∑
v
pvck−1m−1 w
[(
Lk−m+1 − vLk
)
ξv + ∑
q>k
v→vtkq
ξvtkq − ∑
q<k
v→vtqk
ξvtqk
]
!
Thus
ξckmξw = ξck−1mξw +∑
v
pvck−1m−1 wLk−m+1 − vLkξv
+ ∑
v
∑
v→vtkq
pvck−1m−1 wξ
vtkq −∑
v
∑
v→vtqk
pvck−1m−1 wξ
vtqk 
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and gathering together the coefﬁcients of ξu, we arrive at the conclusion of
the lemma.
Proof of Theorem A. We induct on the index k. If k = 1, then m ≤ 1,
and the theorem is exactly Eq. (2). We ﬁrst consider the case u ∈ Skpw,
and we divide this into two subcases: u /∈ Sk−1 pw and u ∈ Sk−1 pw.
Suppose u ∈ Skpw\Sk−1 pw. Together, Lemmas 7.2 and 5.3 imply
that
pucw = puck−1m w + puck−1m−1 wLk−m+1 − uLk + p
utkq
ck−1m−1 w
where utkq is the element of Sk−1 p−1w described in the proof of
Lemma 5.3. By induction on k, the ﬁrst two summands are zero, since
u /∈ Sk−1 pw; and
p
utkq
ck−1m−1 w = ξck−pm−p
(
vutkqw k−1
)
!
By Lemma 6.1, vutkqw k−1 = vuw k, so the theorem is veriﬁed in this
case.
Now suppose u ∈ Skpw ∩ Sk−1 pw. By Lemmas 7.2 and 5.4,
pucw = puck−1m w + puck−1m−1 w
(
Lk−m+1 − uLk
)

and by induction,
pucw = ξck−1−pm−pvuw k−1
+ (Lk−m+1 − uLk)ξck−1−pm−1−pvuw k−1!
Applying Lemma 6.2 and Eq. (3), we get
pucw = ξck−1−pm−pvuw k
+ Lk−m+1 − vuw kLk−pξck−1−pm−1−pvuw k
= ξck−pm−pvuw k!
Next we consider the case u /∈ Skpw, and we examine separately two
subcases: u ∈ Sk−1 pw and u /∈ Sk−1 pw. Suppose ﬁrst u ∈ Sk−1 pw.
By Lemmas 5.5 and 7.2,
pucw = puck−1m w + puck−1m−1 w
(
Lk−m+1 − uLk
)− putqkck−1m−1 w
where utqk ∈ Sk−1 p−1w is as in the proof of Lemma 5.5, and by induction,
pucw = ξck−1−pm−pvuw k−1
+ (Lk−m+1 − uLk)ξck−1−pm−1−pvuw k−1
− ξck−pm−pvutqkw k−1!
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Applying Lemma 6.3 and Eq. (3), we get
pucw = ξck−1−pm−pσ
+ (Lk−m+1 − σLk−p)ξck−1−pm−1−pσ − ξck−pm−pσ
= ξck−pm−pσ − ξck−pm−pσ = 0
so the theorem is veriﬁed in this case.
Finally, suppose u /∈ Sk−1 pw. By Lemma 5.6, there is a bijection
between the set of all q > k such that utkq ∈ Sk−1 p−1w and the set of all
q′ < k such that utq′k ∈ Sk−1 p−1w. It then follows from Lemma 7.2 that
pucw =
∑
utkq→u
p
utkq
ck−1m−1 w −
∑
utq′k→u
p
utq′k
ck−1m−1 w
= ∑
q q′
(
ξck−pm−pvutkqw k−1 − ξck−pm−pvutq′kw k−1
)
!
For pairs q q′ such that utkq and utq′k are both in Sk−1 p−1w, Lemma 6.4
says vutkqw k−1 = vutq′kw k−1. Thus pucw = 0 in this case, and the theorem
is proved.
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